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In recent years, applications of cohomology theory to some aspects of prob- 
ability theory have been found useful. In this paper, such applications are 
discussed for a determination of infinitely divisible positive definite functions 
on topological groups. This theory can be viewed as a new method for deter- 
mining the class of such characteristic functions which includes the classical 
Levy-Khintchine representation formula for the groups R*. 
INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is an expository article, without proofs, on various applica- 
tions of the cohomology theory of topological groups, the principal of these 
applications being the determination of the infinitely divisible positive definite 
functions on topological groups. In his paper [l] Araki studied what he called 
“factorizable expectation functionals on current groups” for physical purposes; 
his study necessitated a deep investigation of the I-cohomology of a unitary 
representation of a Lie group; this investigation has been further developed by 
several authors (see [4, 5, 6, 131). In [7] we showed how Araki’s method leads 
to the definition of a new class of positive definite functions on topological groups, 
which we called “positive definite functions of type (S),” and which are closely 
related to the infinitely divisible positive definite functions. 
The paper is divided into three sections. In the first section we give a brief 
account on the algebraic cohomology theory of groups as introduced by Eilenberg 
and MacLane in [3]. Then (section 1.3) we describe the cohomology of topo- 
logical groups and indicate several applications to group representations and 
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W*-algebras. The rest of the section is devoted to the I-cohomology of a unitary 
representation. In Section 2 we define the positive definite functions of type (S) 
and give a partial solution to the problem of their classification for a given group. 
In Section 3 we examine the relation between positive definite functions of 
type (S) and conditionally (or infinitely divisible) positive definite functions; 
the present theory can, thus, be viewed as a new method for determining the 
conditionally (or infinitely divisible) positive definite functions on a given group. 
Actually we get interesting results for locally compact commutative groups 
(including the classical result of Levy-Khinchin for the groups R”), and compact 
groups (but another method, due to Parthasarathy, gives a better result). For 
nilpotent or semi-simple groups, our results are weak, though not so empty as 
for solvable groups. 
1. COHOMOLOGYOF GROUPS 
1.1. General Definitions 
We consider a group G acting by automorphisms in a commutative group I’, 
and we denote by g . y the action ofg E G on y E r. For every positive integer n 
let Cn = C*(G, I’) be the commutative group of all mappings of G” into fl 
its elements are called n-cochains, in particular Co = I’. We define a morphism 
8”: C” --f C*+r--the coboundary mapping-by 
(?f)kl >.*-, c&+1) = g1 *fk2 Yv&+l) 
+ g1 (--l)if(g, ,...,gi-l,g,g,+l,gi+z YV&,l> 
+ (- l)n+lf(gl ,...? gn) 
for every f E C”. In particular we have 
(~“Y)k) = g * Y - Y vy E CO, 
Wkl ,g2) = g1 *f(g2) - fbhg2) +fM VfF Cl, 
mkl > g2 3 &I = g1 * f k2 9 g3) - fk1g2 > g3) + fk, 9 g2gJ - f kl 3 g2>. 
The fundamental property of 6” is that Sn+l o 6” = 0. We set 
Zn = .P(G, I’) = ker @, Bn = Bn(G, lJ = Im Sri-l; 
clearly Bn C 2”. The elements of 2” and B” are called respectively n-cocycles 
and n-coboundaries. In particular 20 is the set rG of all G-invariant elements in r. 
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By convention BO = 0; Z1 is the set of all mappings f: G --f r satisfying 
f(m2) = fkl) + g1 -fk2); and BI is the set of those f which can be written as 
f(g) = g . y - y. The nth cohomology group is H” = H”(G, I’) = P/B”. 
If G acts trivially on r (i.e., g . y = y Vg, y), we have H1 = Z1 = hom(G, r). 
For further reference, see [3]. 
1.2. Some Gmeral Results 
We have H*(G, r) = 0 for every n > 2 if G is a free group (cf. [3]). We have 
H”(G, r) = 0 for n 3 1 if G is finite, r is a (real or complex) vector space and G 
acts linearly on r. In fact every f E 2” is equal to S+lp with 
We have Hr(G, r) = 0 if G is commutative; r is a finite dimensional vector 
space; and G acts linearly in r without fixed point except 0. (cf. [4]). 
The second cohomology is closely related to the so-called group extensions. 
Given groups G and r with r commutative, call extension of G by r a triple 
(X, u, w) where X is a group, u an injective morphism r -+ X, ZJ a surjective 
morphism X -+ G such that ker v = Im u. Say that two extensions (X, u, V) 
and (X’, u’, o’) are equiwalent if there exists an isomorphism w: X -+ x’ satisfying 
w 0 u = u’, o’ 0 w = v. Every extension (X, u, V) determines an action of G 
in r in the following way: Choose an arbitrary mapping s: G -+ X satisfying 
~1 0 s = i& (i.e., a section for v). The desired action is defined by g * y = 
s(g) . y . s(g)-l and is independent of the choice of s. Moreover, the extension 
gives rise to a 2-cocycle a E P(G, r) defined by a(g,g’) = s(gg’) s(g’)-4(g)-l; 
the cohomology class of a is independent of s. The fundamental result is the 
following: The above construction determines a bijection between H2(G, r), 
and the set of all equivalence classes of extensions corresponding to the given 
action of G in r. In particular the extension is semi-direct (i.e., there is a section 
s which is a morphism) iff a is a coboundary. In that case there is a bijection 
between Z1(G, r) and the set of all sections which are morphisms: fix such a 
section s and associate to any other such section t the I-cocycle f E Z1(G, r) 
defined by f (g) = t(g) s(g)-l (cf. [3]). 
There are similar results concerning liftings of morphisms; consider two 
groups X, Y and a surjective morphism o: X --f Y, ker w being a commutative 
subgroup r of X. Consider also a group G and a morphism 7: G + Y. Take a 
section s for v. We have an action of Y in r as above and, composing with r, an 
action of G in r. The mapping (g, g’) ++ s(r(gg’)) s(r(g’))-is@(g))-1 is a 2-cocycle 
fi E Z2(G, r) and we have the result: There is a morphism p: G ---t X satisfying 
v 0 p = r iff /3 is a coboundary. In that case there is a bijection between Zi(G, r) 
and the set of these morphisms. 
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The first cohomology often appears in problems of fixed points; the reason is 
the following result, the proof of which is quite elementary. Consider a set E, 
a commutative group I’ acting simply transitively in E, and a group G acting 
both on r (by automorphisms) and on E, in such a manner that g . (y . e) = 
(g .r) . (g . e). Choose an element e, in E. For every g there exists a unique 
element a(g) in r satisfying g e, = a(g) * e, . Then a is a I-cocycle (with 
cohomology class independent of eJ, and E contains a G-invariant point iff a is a 
coboundary. For instance let (X, p) b e a measure space, G acting on X and 
leaving TV quasiinvariant. Take for E the set of all measures equivalent to p, 
for r the multiplicative group of all strictly positive measurable functions on X, 
acting on E by multiplication. The preceding result gives a criterion for the 
existence of a G-invariant measure equivalent to p. 
1.3. Bore1 Cocycles 
Suppose G and r are Bore1 groups (in the sense of Mackey, Tram. A.M.S., 
85 (1957)), and the mapping (g, y) t-+ g . y is Bore1 from G x r into c we 
consider Bore1 n-cochains, and we obtain new cohomology groups H,“(G, r). 
Replacing “Borel” by “topological” we obtain groups H,“(G, r). 
If G is R or a simply connected semi-simple Lie group, or the Poincare group, 
7 is U (the group of complex numbers of modulus one) and G acts trivially 
on I’, we have Hb2 = Hc2 = 0. This result is related to the theory of projective 
representations of groups (see [15]). 
Suppose G and r are separable locally compact groups. The correspondence 
between 2-cocycles and classes of extensions (cf. Section 1.2) induces a bijective 
correspondence between -Hb2(G, r) and classes of extensions (X, u, V) such 
that X is locally compact separable and the injective morphisms u and 21’: 
X/ker o + G are bicontinuous (cf. [lo]). 
Given a measure space (X, p) and a Bore1 space T we denote by IM(X, p, T) 
the set of all p-measurable mappings X -+ T. Suppose G is a locally compact 
group acting on X and leaving p quasiinvariant, then G acts in a natural manner 
in M(X, TV, U). The consideration of Hl(G, M(X, p, U)) is basic for Mackey’s 
theory of systems of imprimitivity. In particular if G acts transitively on X, 
H1(G, M(X, EL, U)) is in bijective correspondence with hom(G, , U), where Ga 
is the stabilizer of a point of X. [See [15]. Actually the definition of H1 in [I51 
is slightly different from ours. Moreover, for the sake of generality, one must 
replace U by the (noncommutative !) group of all unitary operators in some 
Hilbert space.] 
Suppose G is a locally compact group acting in a commutative Bore1 group r 
and acting trivially on X, then G acts naturally in M(X, I*, r). The cohomology 
of this action can be deduced from that of the action of G in r by the formula 
H’YG WX, CL, 0 - M(X, CL, H”(G, r)), the meaning of which is explained 
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in [ll, Theorem 131. An easy consequence is Hb2(R, %) = 0, where Q is the 
unitary group of a commutative IV*-algebra in a separable Hilbert space, the 
action of R in % being trivial. This, in turn, conjugated with Section 1.2, yields 
a short proof of the following result [9]: Let A be a IV*-algebra in a separable 
Hilbert space, Q(A) the group of unitary operators in A, int A the group of 
inner automorphisms of A induced by elements of %!(A), w the canonical 
morphism of %(A) onto int A, then every continuous morphism of R into int A 
can be lifted to a continuous morphism of R into %(A). Another application of 
the formula Hb2(R, a) = 0 is the construction of traces on W*-algebras which 
are invariant under certain groups of automorphisms, generalizing Theorem 1 
of [14] (see [S]). 
1.4. The 1-Cohomology of a Unitary Representation (See [5]) 
We consider a locally compact, u-compact group G and a continuous unitary 
representation U of G in a Hilbert space H. We denote by .Z,l or Z,r(G, H, U) 
the set (vector space) of all continuous I-cocycles. We endow it with the (locally 
convex) topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of G. It becomes 
a reflexive Frtchet space. Clearly Bl is a subspace of Z,l; we denote its closure 
by B’ The main aim of this section is the comparison of B1, g, and .Z,r. 
Suppose U is nowhere trivial (i.e., x E H, U,x - x = 0 Vg E G implies x = 0), 
then B1 is closed iff U does not weakly contain the trivial representation (one 
says that U weakly contains the trivial representation if there exists a net of 
unit vectors xi in H such that (U,x, / xi) converges to I uniformly on compact 
subsets of G). In particular, if U is the regular representation of G, B1 is closed 
iff G is not amenable. 
The elements of g are characterized among those of Z,l by the following, 
purely algebraic, condition: A continuous 1-cocycle f belongs to siff we have 
s( f (g) 1 b(g)) dg = 0 for every mapping b: G 4 H, square integrable, with 
compact support, satisfying s ( Vi1 - I) b(g) dg = 0. Using this it can be 
proved that the property @ = Z,r is stable by taking direct integrals of repre- 
sentations. 
Concerning the equality of B1 or F with .Z,l we have the following results: 
(a) If G is compact, B1 = Z,r (the proof is very similar to that of Section 1.2 
for finite groups). 
(b) Suppose G contains a closed invariant commutative subgroup G1. 
Let G, be the dual group, E its neutral element. G acts by inner automorphisms 
in G, and dually in Gr . Suppose that the spectral measure of U ( Gr is carried 
by a countable union of Bore& G-invariant subsets, the closures of which do not 
contain E. Then 5 = Z,r. 
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(c) If G is a nilpotent locally compact group and U is nowhere trivial, we 
have B = Z,l; if U is irreducible and nontrivial, Bl = ,??,I. 
(d) Let G be the group of Euclidean motions in R”; we have B1 = Z,l for 
all irreducible representations except one (except two if n = 2); we have 
Br # 5 = Z,l for the regular representation since G is amenable. 
(e) Take for G the Poincare group; we have B1 = Z,1 for all irreducible 
representations except one, and also for the regular representation since G is 
not amenable. 
K. R. Parthasarathy and K. Schmidt have studied the case of semi-simple Lie 
groups in an unpublished paper; they proved among other things that for G = 
SL(2, C), B1 is equal to Z,l for all irreducible representations except one. 
1.5. Description of Z,l when G is Commutative (See [4]) 
We now assume that G is a separable locally compact commutative group, 
H is separable and U is nowhere trivial. We already know that g = Z:, but 
we shall give a more explicit description of 2, r. By Stone’s theorem there is a posi- 
tive measure p on G (the dual group of G) without mass at E (the neutral element 
of G), and a disintegration H = s: H, &(x), where the Hz’s are Hilbert spaces, 
such that U, is the multiplication operator by the function x I+ (x,g) (the 
duality between x E G and g E G). Let H’ denote the set of all measurable vector 
fields a: x ++ a, E H, , satisfying s 1(x, g) - 1 I2 . /( a, /I2 . dp(x) < + CO Vg E G. 
It can be proved that this integral is a continuous function of g and that 
Jiylla,11244 1. fi t f x 1s ni e or every neighborhood V of E. With every a E H’ we 
can associate the continuous I-cocyclef, defined by (fo(g))z = ((x, g) - 1) a, . 
The mapping a t-+ fa is a bijection of H’ onto Z,l. 
1.6. The Real 2-Cocycle Associated with a Continuous I -Cocycle 
The objects G, H, U are as in the beginning of the preceding section. With 
every continuous I-cocycle b E Z,l we associate the real function 0, on G x G: 
Ug, g’) = -IMW) I W)) = ImW) I UAg’N. 
An easy computation shows that 8, is a 2-cocycle, i.e., 6, E Zc2(G, R), for the 
trivial action of G on R. The question arises: Is 0, the coboundary of a continuous 
real function on G ? (note that -Re(b(g-I) 1 b(g’)) is always the coboundary of 
11 b(g)l12/2.) The answer is trivially “yes” when b itself is a coboundary; in fact 
if b = Sax, x E H, then Ob is the coboundary of the function Im( U,X 1 x). It is 
still “yes” if b E@ and G is commutative and separable (see Section 2.2). It is 
also “yes” if b E 5 and if the following conditions are satisfied: H is separable, 
G is generated by a compact neighborhood of e, and finally either (G, G) (the 
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subgroup algebraically generated by the commutators) is equal to G, or G is a Lie 
group and (G, G) is closed. This result applies in particular when G is a con- 
nected semi-simple Lie group (since (G, G) = G, see [2, Chapter III, Section 9) 
or a simply connected Lie group (since (G, G) is closed [2, Chapter III, Section 91) 
2. POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS OF TYPE(S) 
2.1. The Symmetric Space of a Hilbert Space (See [7]) 
Let H be a Hilbert space. Let S”H, for a positive integer 71, denote its nth 
Hilbert symmetric power; S”H = C. We call symmetric space of H the Hilbert 
sum SH = @:=a SnH. For every x E H we consider the element EXP x E SH 
with nth component (n!)-i/ax@Jn. We have (EXP x ] EXP y) = exp(x 1 y). 
Clearly a EXP x = b EXP y, with a and b nonzero scalars, implies a = b, 
x = y. The element EXP 0 plays a central role in the theory. It can be shown 
that the elements EXP x are total in SH. For details and proofs, see [7]. 
We denote by Z,, the group of all unitary operators in SH which preserve 
globally the set of elements a EXP x. The general form of the elements of this 
group can be described as follows: For every triple (A, b,c) in the set 
e!(H) x H x U (a(H) is the group of all unitary operators in H) there is a 
unique operator U,,,*, in Z, such that 
U,,,,,,(EXP x) = c . exp(--(/ b 112/2 - (Ax I b)) * EXP(Ax + b) VXEH. 
Conversely, every element of 2, is of the form UA,P,G and A, b, c are uniquely 
determined. Z, is, thus, isomorphic to the group e!(H) x H x U where the 
composition law is given by 
(A, b, c)(A’, b’, c’) = (AA’, b + Ab’, cc’ exp(iIm(b ( Ab’)). 
This isomorphism is bicontinuous if we endow Z, with the strong topology 
and %(H) x H x U with the product of the strong topology on e(H), the 
strong topology on H, and the ordinary topology on U. 
Let G be a topological group. We call representation of type (S) of G any 
continuous unitary representation U of G in a Hilbert space SH such that 
U, E Z, Vg E G. Giving such a representation is equivalent to giving the following 
objects: 
(a) A continuous mappingg H A, of G into a(H) satisfying A,,, = A,A,f, 
i.e., a continuous unitary representation of G in H, 
(b) A continuous mappingg H b, of G into H satisfying b,,, = b, + A,b,t , 
i.e., a continuous I-cocycle for A; 
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(c) A continuous mapping g I-+ cs of G into U satisfying 
Cvv’ = cgcg’ exp(i Im(b, j A$,,)) (1) 
or, in the notations of Section 1.6. 
Sk = exp(i8,). (2) 
This last equation may have or not have a solution c. If it does have, this solution 
is unique up to a character of G (continuous morphism of G into U). 
2.2. Positive Definite Functions of Type (S) (See [7]) 
We recall that a complex function CJJ on a group G is said to be positive dejinite 
if for every positive integer n, elements g, ,..., g, of G and complex numbers 
cl ,..., c, we have 
If G is a topological group we write c.p.d.f. for continuouspositive dejnitefunction. 
With every representation U of type (S) of a topological group G in a space 
SH we can associate the c.p.d.f. v(g) = (U, EXP 0 1 EXP 0). In the foregoing 
notations we have v(g) = c, . exp(-11 b, ]j2/2); such a c.p.d.f. will be called 
c.p.d.f. of type (S). 
The problem of finding all c.p.d.f. of type (S) on a given group G can, thus, 
be set as follows: Determine all pairs (A, b) where A is a continuous unitary 
representation of G and b a continuous I-cocycle for A. Among them, take those 
for which the equation 6% = exp(it&) has solutions c. For every such solution 
set 9 = c * exp(-11 b 1j2/2). This program has been achieved in a number of 
particular cases which we now examine. 
The case of a compact group G. Let A be an arbitrary continuous unitary 
representation of G in a space H, by Section 1.4, every continuous I-cocycle b 
for A has the form b, = A,x - x, x E H. By Section 1.6, Eq. (2) has the general 
solution c, = wg . exp(i Im(A,x 1 x)), where w is an arbitrary character of G; 
the corresponding v is dg) = wg . exp((A, - 1)x 1 x). We, thus, see that when G 
is compact, the c.p.d.f. of type (S) are exactly the functions of the form 
w . exp(lG - #(eN, w h ere w is a character of G and # is an arbitrary c.p.d.f. 
The case of a separable locally compact commutative group G. We recall [12, 
Lemma 5.31 that there exists a real continuous function J on G x G with the 
following properties: 
(9 J(gg’, 4 = J(g, 4 + J(g’, 4; 
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(ii) For every compact C C G there exists a neighborhood V of E in G 
such that for g E C, x E V, iJ(g, x) is equal to the principal determination of 
1%(X, g> ; 
(iii) For every compact C C G, J(g, X) is uniformly bounded on C x G. 
We first take a representation A which is nowhere trivial. Let b be a continuous 
I-cocycle for A. We write (b,)z = ((x, g) - 1) a, with a E H’, as in Section 2.5. 
It is easily verified that 8, is the coboundary of the function 
where we have set da(x) = 11 a, 112 &(x). H ence, Eq. (2) has the general solution 
c, = w(g) * exp (i Im 1 ((x, g> - 1 - ilk, 4) d+)), 
where UJ is an arbitrary character of G. The corresponding ‘p is 
(3) 
This proves that the general form of the c.p.d.f. of type (S) associated with a 
nowhere trivial representations A is given by (3) where w is a character, and v 
is a positive measure on G - {c) satisfying f j(x,g) - 1 I2 &(a$ < +a, for 
every g E G. 
The case of a trivial representation A is, paradoxically, more difficult; this 
is the reason why the best general result is the following: Let G be a separable 
locally compact commutative group which is either connected or a union of 
compact subgroups. The c.p.d.f. of type (5’) on G are exactly the functions 
where w and v are as above, and Q is a continuous positive quadratic form on G, 
i.e., Q(s) = II 4g)l12 w h ere u is a continuous morphism of G into some Hilbert 
space. If G is a union of compact subgroups, Q and J are necessarily null. When 
G is R, formula (4) can be rewritten as 
q(g) = exp (iag - rSgz + Ia (elgy - 1 - igYl(l + r”))(l + y2) r2 WY)), 
where cy is real, /I is positive, u is a finite positive measure on R without mass at 0. 
The case of a nilpotent simply connected Lie group G. We take a nowhere 
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trivial representation A and an arbitrary continuous I-cocycle b for A. By 
section 1.4, we have b E z. By Section 1.6, & is a coboundary; hence, Eq. (2) 
has solutions. We, thus, get the-very incomplete-following result: The 
c.p.d.f. of type (S) corresponding to nowhere trivial representations A are the 
functions c . exp(-11 b //s/2) where b is an arbitrary element B’(G, A) and c is a 
continuous mapping G -+ U-which always exists-satisfying (1). 
The case where G is SL(2, C) or the Poincare’group. By Section 1.3, Eq. (2) 
has always a solution, which is unique since G has no nontrivial characters. 
Take for A a representation not containing the unique irreducible representation 
for which B1 # Z,i; then A is an integral of representations satisfying B, = Zel, 
so that A satisfies q = Z,r (see Section 1.4). We get a result similar to that 
concerning nilpotent groups. 
3. CONDITIONAL POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS AND 
INFINITELY DIVISIBLE POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS 
3.1. Conditionally Positive Definite Functions (See [7]) 
DEFINITION. A complex function + on a group G is said to be conditionally 
positive definite if for every positive integer n, elements g, ,..., g, in G and 
complex numbers c, ,..., c,, satisfying c, + ..* + c, = 0, we have 
It is called Hermitian if #(g-l) = t&g). If G is a topological group we write 
c. h.c. p.d. f. for continuous Hermitian conditionally positive definite function. 
A function II, is conditionally positive definite and negative at e iff for every n, 
g1 >-**, g,, E G and c, ,,.., c, EC we have 
ig, &4&i> - $w - VW)) 2 0. 
This is useful for constructing the objects H, A, b, c which will be introduced 
shortly. Note that if moreover $ is Hermitian, its real part is negative. This 
explains why conditionally positive definite functions are also called negative 
definite functions. 
The connection of the c.h.c.p.d.f. with the preceding theory is summarized 
in the following result. 
(a) Let G be a topological group, $ a c.h.c.p.d.f., null at e. There exist a 
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Hilbert space H, a continuous unitary representation A of G in H, a continuous 
1-cocycle b for A, and a continuous mapping c: G + U satisfying (2) and 
(b9 I b9,> = tw-lgl - a> - K%+‘>~ (5) 
cg exp(-II b, 112/2) = exp Kd. (6) 
(5) implies that Ob = Sr(Im #). (6) shows that exp y5 is a c.p.d.f. of type (S). 
(b) Conversely, let v be the c.p.d.f. of type (S) associated with a triple 
(A, b, c) as in Section 2.2. Suppose Ob is the coboundary of some mapping 
y: G -+ R. Set 1+4 = --I] b II212 + ir. Then # is a c.h.c.p.d.f. satisfying (5) and 
dg) = x(g) . exp Kd (6’) 
instead of (6), where x is a character of G. In particular such a c.p.d.f. of type (S) 
is the exponential of a c.h.c.p.d.f. null at e multiplied by a character. 
We shall now apply this result to a number of particular cases. 
The cczse of a compact group G. It is easily seen that the c.h.c.p.d.f. null at e 
are exactly the functions 9 - cp(e), where 9 is a c,p,d,f, 
The case of a separable locally compact commutative group G. The c.h.c.p.d.f. 
null at e are exactly the functions 
g * 64) - Q(g) + s, ((x7 if> - 1 - ilk, 4) wa 
where y is a continuous morphism of G into R, and Q, Y, J are as in Section 2.2. 
For the group G = R” this result is known as the Lmy-Khinchin formula. 
The case where G is a simply connected semi-simple Liegroup or the Poincarkgroup. 
In part (b) of the preceding result, the hypothesis concerning 0, is always 
satisfied, and x is necessarily trivial. Thus, the mapping I,J ti exp $ is a bijection 
of the c.h.c.p.d.f. null at e onto the c.p.d.f. of type (S). Then the results of 
Section 2.2 supply some insight on the latter functions. 
3.2. Injinitely Divisible Positive DefiniteFunctions (See [7]) 
DEFINITION. A c.p.d.f. q on a topological group G is said to be in.nitely 
divisible if for every positive integer n there exists a c.p.d.f. having its nth power 
equal to q~; we write i.d.c.p.d.f. for infinitely divisible positive de$nite function. 
For instance the exponential of a c.h.c.p.d.f. null at e is always an i.d.c.p.d.f. 
Conversely, if G is arcwise connected, it can be proved that every normalized 
(i.e., equal to 1 at e) i.d.c.p.d.f. is the exponential of a unique c.h.c.p.d.f. null 
at e, and, consequently, is of type (5’). If G is not supposed arcwise connected, 
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one can prove only what follows: If v is an i.d.c.p.d.f., the set of all g such that 
p(g) # 0 is an open and closed subgroup of G. 
The case of a compact group G. We see that if G is compact and arcwise 
connected, the normalized i.d.c.p.d.f. are the functions exp(# - #(e)), where I/J 
is an arbitrary c.p.d.f. Actually a better result has been proved in [13]; G being 
an arbitrary compact group, the normalized i.d.c.p.d.f. are the functions 
x * w * exp(# - #(e)), where x is the characteristic function of some open and 
closed subgroup, w an infinitely divisible character and # a c.p.d.f. on the 
subgroup. 
The case of an arcwise connected separable locally compact commutative group G. 
We see that the normalized i.d.c.p.d.f. are the functions given by formula (4) 
where moreover w is an infinitely divisible character. Thus, every c.p.d.f. of 
type (S) is equal to an i.d.c.p.d.f. up to a character; if G is divisible, the two 
classes of functions are identical. 
The case where G is a simply connected semi-simple Lie group or the Poincare’ 
group. Here the normalized i.d.c.p.d.f. are identical with the c.p.d.f. of type 
(S) and with the exponentials of the c.h.c.p.d.f. null ate. 
Remark. It would be interesting to study the link between i.d.c.p.d.f. and 
c.p.d.f. of type (8) more closely for a general group G and also to look at the case 
of a nilpotent group G. 
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